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as a whole: papal provisions and taxation. Metropolitan
rights, unrestrained appeals from court to court, the daily
encroachments of secular jurisdictions. At the same time,
on the political side, another group of problems emerged,
requiring equal understanding, most important for the
bishop being the restoration of order during the Minority,
and the possibility thereafter of enlightening both royal
policy and baronial counsels.
Such were contemporary needs and expectations. As a
commentary on these we may regard the actual characters
and achievements of the bishops of the period. As one
would expect, even the best fell short of the standard in
some respect, in the opinion of some section of society.
But to what extent ? From the studies of the early careers
of the bishops it is often possible to find rough indications
of the ways in which their early experience had qualified
them for some part of their manifold duties. For the
majority advanced to the episcopate through conspicuous
ability, or after long service in monastery, bishop's house-
hold, or secular cathedral, or in the king's court, or in the
schools of Oxford or Paris. It was in these professional
circles that the bishops were prepared for their episcopal
work. They were centres of vigorous activity, clearly dis-
tinguishable in the kind of experience they could give.
Hence, the first step in describing the episcopate may well
be that of separating curiales from magistri, and these from
religious and seculars.
In such a division there is some overlapping and uncer-
tainty, a secular, for example, often combining academic
and diocesan experience; but results may be generally sum-
marized thus:
Eight were monks, a remarkably small number in a total
of seventy-eight.
Forty-two have been included in a group of c adminis-
trators and magnates', of whom twenty-two were officials
of the normal type, employed in the household, exchequer,
or law departments of the Curia Regis. Fourteen seem to
have been magistri, and of these four have been described in
the list of magistri:—M. Benedict Sansetun, M. Richard le
Poore, and M. Nicholas Farnham, because they are known

